e present SoptSC, a similarity matrix optimization method for single-cell data analysis, which performs clustering, pseudotemporal ordering, lineage and marker gene identification from a cell similarity matrix. SoptSC also presents a new function: cell-cell signaling network inference, enabling the reconstruction of complex lineage relationships and associated feedback/feedforward interactions. As we show by application to several datasets, SoptSC can predict the number of clusters and the initial state unsupervised, and outperforms current methods for inference of clusters and pseudotime from single-cell data.
be able to integrate higher-level information (on cell-cell communication) with these quantities, to reveal, for example, signaling interactions between clusters or along pseudotime.
Here we present SoptSC: similarity matrix-based optimization for single-cell analysis (Supplementary Software and https://github.com/WangShuxiong/SoptSC). SoptSC identifies cell subpopulations, marker genes, pseudotemporal ordering, and lineage paths between subpopulations without supervision, and introduces a new method to infer cell-to-cell signaling networks through specific ligand-receptor interactions. Coherence among multiple different tasks is achieved by centering analyses on the cell-to-cell similarity matrix S (Fig. 1a) . To construct S, SoptSC takes as input a gene-cell data matrix and uses a low-rank representation model to capture both local and global structure of the data (12) .
SoptSC clusters cells into subpopulations and predicts the number of clusters (k) from the data unsupervised, by construction of a truncated consensus similarity matrix, and analysis of eigenvalue spectra of the associated graph Laplacian, which gives lower and upper bounds for the number of clusters (see Methods). Clustering is performed by rank-k non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). Also given by the rank-k NMF (in the same step as clustering) is an ordered list of marker genes for each cluster, determined by the weight associated with each gene in each cluster. This method of marker gene identification differs significantly from most current methods based on differential gene expression.
To represent relationships between cells, a graph is constructed from S where nodes represent cells and edges are determined by the nonzero elements of S. This cellto-cell graph preserves the intrinsic structure of the data, and does not require dimensionality reduction to mea- sure distance: a distance is defined on the graph as the shortest path length. A weighted cluster-to-cluster graph is constructed based on distances between constituent cell pairs, and the lineage hierarchy between clusters is inferred using the minimal spanning tree of the clusterto-cluster graph. The longest path across the cluster-tocluster graph identifies two end states, which provide two alternative proposals for the initial state. Since these two clusters are far apart, it is usually possible to identify which is the initial state via marker gene expression. The pseudotemporal ordering of cells is inferred directly from the cell-to-cell graph by calculating distances between an initial cell and all other cells. The initial cell is inferred within the initial cluster such that the pseudotime and lineage path display the highest concordance.
We present a new method to study cell-cell signaling at single-cell resolution: whereas previous methods have focused on signaling at the level of cell clusters (13) (14) (15) , SoptSC infers cell-cell signaling relationships based on single-cell gene expression for a pathway of interest. A signaling probability is defined based on weighted co-expression of signaling pathway activity in senderreceiver cell pairs (see details in Methods). As input, the user provides a ligand (or set of ligands) and cognate receptor (or set of receptors), for example, ligands from the Wnt family and Frizzled receptors. For each pathway, a set of target genes is also specified: a candidate list of genes that are known to be differentially regulated downstream of a ligand-receptor interaction, along with their sign, i.e. upregulated or downregulated. SoptSC computes the signaling probability between sender cell (expressing ligand) and receiver cell (expressing receptor and differential target gene activity). These singlepathway single-cell signaling probabilities are combined to produce summaries and determine higher-level (e.g. cluster-to-cluster consensus) signaling networks. Combining the consensus signaling networks with the lineage path allows SoptSC to infer feedback or feedforward interactions mediated by signaling factors.
To assess the methods of SoptSC, we first compare it with four current clustering methods: SC3 (5), SIMLR (6), Seurat (7), and tSNE (18) followed by k-means clustering (19) (tSNE + k-means). Nine published scRNAseq datasets are analyzed for which the 'true' labels are known; five of these have been annotated as 'goldstandard' datasets, i.e. the clusters (cell types) have been verified (Supplementary Table 1 ). As a test statistic, we use the normalized mutual information (NMI, (20) ) between predicted and verified cluster labels. We find that for the gold standard scRNA-seq data sets, SoptSC outperforms all other methods (Fig. 1b) ; for the four additional datasets, SoptSC outperforms all methods except SC3, with which it is comparable. In Fig. 1c a comparison is shown of the number of clusters predicted for each dataset by SoptSC, SC3, and the reference number from the original study ('Ref.'). In 6/9 cases SoptSC is in agree- ment with the reference number of clusters ±1. For SC3 similar agreement is seen in 4/9 cases. SoptSC predicts lower and upper bounds for the number of clusters using the truncated graph Laplacian where the lower bound is set as the number of zero eigenvalues and the upper bound comes from the index in which the largest eigengap occurs (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). By default SoptSC uses the upper bound for inference; we have found that this is often the better estimate. We hypothesize that this may show that significantly complex structures exist within these data, which are best represented by the larger of the two estimates (the upper bound). Assessment of pseudotemporal ordering is challenging as there are few example of data for which the true ordering is known or reliably estimated. However, correlation between pseudotime and experimental time provides means by which quantitative assessment can be made. We compared SoptSC to diffusion pseudotime (DPT) (21) and Monocle2 (22) using the Kendall rank correlation between pseudotime and experimental time as a test statistic (following the same criteria as (21)). To measure robustness, we subsample the data and evaluate the correlation for each subset of the data. For assessment we use two datasets that studied embryogenesis and embryonic stem cell differentiation, respectively (16, 17) ( Supplementary Figs. 2-3 ).
SoptSC produces pseudotemporal trajectories ( Fig. 2a  and d ) that are more strongly correlated with real experimental time that DPT or Monocle2 (Fig. 2b and e) . Under subsampling, SoptSC displays robustness greater than Monocle2 and comparable to DPT, thus indicating overall that, by the criteria used, SoptSC is more accurate, and at least as robust, as the alternative methods tested. SoptSC can also resolve branch-specific marker gene dynamics along the pseudotemporal axis: three marker genes for SoptSC-identified clusters from (16) are plotted (Fig. 2c) , showing clearly distinguishable signatures for each branch.
Following these tests of the accuracy and robustness of our method, we applied SoptSC to several other datasets (23) (24) (25) to further assess its ability to clusters cells and order them along pseudotime. We also analyze the marker genes identified for cell clusters and the predicted lineage and signaling relationships. Two studies of early embryo development (16, 24) were both found to be highly consistent with known developmental stages of early embryos. In particular, for (24) SoptSC is able to identify relevant cell clusters, lineage, and pseudotime even for a very small dataset containing only 88 cells (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). For (16), SoptSC correctly predicted two branch points in the lineage corresponding to the formation of the early blastocyst (Supplementary . Summaries of the cluster-to-cluster signaling interactions with highest probability are given for the Bmp, Tgf-β, and Wnt pathways.
Fig. 5).
Applied to adult mouse skin homeostasis (23), SoptSC predicts seven subpopulations, three of which are basal, and infers a linear lineage between the basal and subsequent differentiated populations of the epidermis (Fig.  3) , corresponding to decreases in potency (26) . We found that the marker genes identified for each subpopulation overlapped significantly with known markers of epidermal differentiation (Supplementary Fig. 7) . We have also analyzed marker gene expression for several other datasets (Supplementary Figs. 6F, 8G, 9F ) and find that marker genes to distinguish the various clusters can be consistently detected; these include previously known markers of cell lineages as well as novel markers.
We next study single-cell signaling networks defined by ligand-receptor pairs, to infer cell-cell communication. Using data from Joost et al. (23) , the single-cell signaling networks for Bmp, Tgf-β, and Wnt show distinct temporal patterns (Fig. 3C and Supplementary  Figs. 10-13 ). Given that we have prior knowledge of the structure and locations of cell types within the epidermis, we are also able to infer spatial patterns from signaling networks. We find that the strongest Bmp signals activate cells in the mid-differentiated epidermal population (C 7 ) marked by Krt77 and Ptgs1. The Tgf-β pathway is activated in populations C 6 and C 3 , which mark late basal/early differentiated cells, and late differentiated cells, respectively. Wnt signaling is predicted to be active specifically in C 3 . Thus this signaling network inference predicts temporally constrained signaling pathway activation: Tgf-β is activated earliest during epidermal differentiation, followed by Bmp. Wnt signaling activity is predicted to be important only subsequent to signals from these other two pathways, thus acting farthest from the basal membrane.
SoptSC was also applied to a dataset on myelopoiesis that displays significant complexity, containing hematopoietic subpopulations that are heterogeneous, mixed, and novel (25) . SoptSC identifies 8 subpopulations within these data (Supplementary Fig. 9 ) and infers a hierarchical lineage with four branches (Supplementary Fig. 9D ). This lineage displays finer grain detail than previous analyses of these data (22) , where only two branches (corresponding to granulocytes and monocytes) were identified. The lineage identified by SoptSC contains stem/progenitor subpopulations constituting their own branch; thus acting as a pool of stem cells (that may be quiescent); distinct branch signatures can be resolved along pseudotime (Supplementary Fig. 9E) . The heterogeneous nature of these data is reflected in the gene expression heatmap (Supplementary Fig. 9F ), where certain clusters are hard to distinguish. However even for these data, we see that several known hematopoietic markers are identified as top markers. Inference of the single-cell signaling networks predicts subpopulation-specific activation of Tgf-β in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (Supplementary Figs. 14-16) .
The optimization framework of SoptSC naturally leads itself to extensions by the inclusion of other input data, for example on methylation patterns (bisulfite sequencing) or chromatin accessibility (ATAC-seq). In summary, SoptSC performs multiple single-cell analysis tasksidentification of clusters, marker genes, pseudotime, and lineage path -from a single input (the similarity matrix), with minimal parameter specification. This enables meaningful comparisons between data representations that were not previously available, and inference of cellcell communication networks from single-cell data.
Methods

Cell-to-cell similarity matrix construction
The input to SoptSC is a single cell gene expression matrix X with m rows (associated with genes), and n columns (associated with cells). SoptSC computes the coefficient matrix Z from X by the following optimization model:
where || · || * is the nuclear norm; || · || 2,1 is the l 2,1 norm (the sum of the Euclidean norm of all columns); λ is a non-negative parameter, 1 = (1, ..., 1) is a vector of length n and N i is the set of neighbors of cell i. To compute N i , cells are projected into low dimensional space using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) (27) , and a K-nearest neighbors algorithm (28) is then applied to the low-dimensional data. The linear constraint Z 1 = 1 guarantees translational invariance of the data (29) . The optimization model (1) is a representation method for the construction of graphs from nonlinear manifolds (12) . Informally, it captures relationships between cells by representing each cell as a linear combination of all other cells. By restricting coefficients of nonneighboring cells to be zero, the model preserves the local structure of the linear representation. By imposing the low rank constraint, this model can capture the global structure of the original data input, and is more robust to noise and outliers. Problem (1) can be solved numerically by the alternating direction method of multipliers (12) . Letting Z * be the optimal solution of (1), then via symmetric weights we can define the similarity matrix S as
The elements S i,j (= S j,i ) of S thus quantify the degree of similarity between cell i and cell j.
Symmetric NMF for cell clustering
To cluster cells based on their similarity, we use symmetric non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) (30, 31) where the (non-negative) similarity matrix S is decomposed into the product of a non-negative low rank matrix H ∈ R n×k + and its transpose H via the optimization problem:
where || · || F is the Frobenius norm and k is the reduced rank of S. The solution of (3) satisfies the condition that the similarity matrix S can be represented approximately by HH . Thus, the columns of H represent a basis for S in the (low rank) k-dimensional space, and the columns of H provide the coefficients for corresponding columns of S, in the k-dimensional space spanned by the columns of H. Since H ≥ 0, each column of H can be viewed as a distribution for which the i th column S i has the component in the corresponding column of H. We can use H T to classify the N cells into k subpopulations by assigning the i th cell to the j th subpopulation when the largest element among all components of the i th column of H T lies in the j th position. The clustering procedure based on the similarity matrix S is such that cells within a group have high similarity to each other and low similarity to cells from other groups. (Details can be found in supplementary materials).
Marker gene identification
The non-negative low rank matrix derived from (3) not only produces cell cluster labels, but also marker genes for each cluster, by combining cluster labels with the data matrix in the following way. The element H i,j represents the weight by which cell i belongs to the j th cluster. Then the j th column of H defines a distribution over all cells corresponding to the j th cluster. It follows that a weight for gene v corresponding to the j th (1 ≤ j ≤ k) cluster can be defined by
where X v,i represents the v th gene expression value in cell i. These weights for gene-cluster pairs measure the significance attributed to a given gene in each cluster, thus providing a means to determine how well gene v delineates cluster j from all other clusters. Marker genes are then defined as follows: gene v is a marker for cluster j, if ω(v, j) reaches its largest value in cluster j, i.e. ω(v, j) = max 1≤u≤k {ω(v, u)} .
Prediction of the number of clusters within a dataset
Prediction of the number of clusters is based on construction of a truncated consensus matrix and analysis of the spectrum of this matrix (32, 33) . The number of clusters k is varied in a range {2, 3, ..., N }, and symmetric NMF is then performed for each k to identify k clusters. A consensus matrix C is defined such that C i,j represents the number of times that cell i and cell j are classified as belonging to the same cluster. To improve robustness of this estimation to noise, we prune C by setting
is computed, where I is the identity matrix, and D is a diagonal matrix of the row-sums of C (e.g.,
We estimate the number of clusters within a range, by giving a lower bound as well as a upper bound. The lower bound is computed as the number of zero eigenvalues of L, and the upper bound is computed as equal to the index at which the largest eigenvalue gap of L occurs. It has been shown that the number of eigenvalues of L equal to 0 is equivalent to the number of diagonal blocks of L (32). By default we use the upper bound (the largest eigenvalue gap) as the estimate for the number of clusters. (Details can be found in supplementary materials).
Inference of pseudotime and cell lineage
To infer the cell lineage and a temporal ordering of cells, we construct a cell-to-cell graph G = (V, E, A) where V is the vertex set of cells, and E is the edge set described by the adjacency matrix A. The adjacency matrix A is a binary matrix derived from the similarity matrix S: A i,j = 1 if S i,j > 0 and A i,j = 0 otherwise. We define the distance between cells on the graph G as the length of the shortest path between two cells on the graph, i.e. D p,q represents the length of the shortest path between cells p and q on the graph G.
Given a set of clusters u = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u k } (i.e. a partitioning of cells into k distinct groups), the distance between cell clusters u i and u j is computed by
where |u i | represents the number of cells in cluster u i . D u i,j measures the average shortest path based distance between cluster u i and u j . A cluster-to-cluster graph
is constructed where each node in V u represents a cell cluster and E u is the edge set described by D u . The lineage tree, describing the cell state transition path, is inferred by computing the minimal spanning tree (MST) of graph G u . If the initial state is provided in advance, we construct MST by setting the root as the initial state. Otherwise, we provide prediction of the initial state (u 0 ) by selecting the state that maximizes the path length over the MST.
Pseudotemporal ordering of cells is inferred by finding and sorting the shortest path lengths on the cell-to-cell graph G between each cell and the initial cell. An initial cell c 0 , if not provided in advance, is defined such that the temporal ordering of cells and lineage tree have the highest concordance. This is achieved as follows: for each cell c k , k ∈ u 0 (i.e. cells clustered in the initial state), we computeD c k ,i , the shortest path length between c k and all other cells. By taking the mean shortest path length between c k and c l , l ∈ u i for each cluster u i , a mean distance from the initial cell to each cluster is defined. The Kendall rank correlation between the set of mean distances and the relative positions of states according to the lineage tree is then calculated. The initial cell is defined as that which produces the highest correlation by this test statistic.
Pathway-mediated cell-cell signaling network inference
In order to study how paracrine signals are sent from and received by single cells, we implement a method to predict cell-cell signaling networks mediated by specific ligand-receptor interactions. Directed edges are drawn between two cells where a high probability of signaling is predicted by the expression of ligand in a "sender" cell, and the expression of its cognate receptor in a "receiver" cell along with appropriate expression of target genes of the pathway in the receiver cell. While such probabilities are not fully sufficient to define an interaction between a pair of cells, they represent necessary conditions for signaling, and can be indicative of spatial proximity of cells within a sample. Whereas previous works (13) (14) (15) have considered signaling activity by summing over cells within a given cluster, we seek to account for the heterogeneity between cells within the same cluster.
For a given pathway, e.g. the Wnt signaling pathway, we define a set of ligands as the protein products of the Wnt gene family, and a set of receptors as the Frizzled (Fzd) proteins that bind Wnts. Also necessary as input to this signaling inference method are a set of target genes affected by Wnt along with their sign, i.e. upregulated in response to Wnt, or downregulated in response to Wnt. Currently, the sets of target genes used are small and defined manually; while automation of this step is possible, it would introduce another level of uncertainty to be accounted for.
The probability of signal passing between two cells is then computed as follows. Suppose we have a ligandreceptor pair, the expression of which is given by the distributions L ∈ R n and R ∈ R n for ligand and receptor respectively, where n is the number of cells.
m1×n define the expression of m 1 genes that are upregulated by Wnt, and Y * = Y * i,j ∈ R m2×n define the expression of m 2 genes that are downregulated by Wnt. The probability that a signal is sent from cell i to cell j via this pathway is then given by:
where:
Summaries of signaling networks and cluster-to-cluster signaling
Given a ligand-receptor pair for a specific signaling pathway, the signaling network inferred is given by the graph G = (V, P ), where V is the set of all cells, and P = [P i,j ] ∈ R n×n defines the probability of a signal being passed from cell i to cell j (Eqns. 4 and 5). For visualization of these networks we use the circlize package in R (34) . A number of summary statistics derived from the probability matrix P can be defined, and are useful in various contexts.
Consensus over signaling pathways. For a series of ligand-receptor pairs {Lig r , Rec r ; r = 1, 2, ..., N }, the corresponding signaling networks G r = (V, P r ) are constructed based on each probability matrix P r , i.e. P r defines the probability matrix for ligand-receptor pair {Lig r , Rec r }. Then the overall probability of signaling summed over cells, P tot is given by:
Consensus over cells (cluster-to-cluster signaling).
It is also informative to consider the cluster-to-cluster signaling networks in order to predict where feedforward/feedback interactions may occur, and to compare with previous methods for cell-cell signaling study that have focussed on cluster-level signaling (13) . Let u = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u k } give a clustering of cells by assigning each cell to one of k clusters. Then the probability of a signal passed between cluster u l and u m , mediated by a given ligand-receptor pair, is given by: P u l,m = p∈u l ,q∈um P p,q |u l ||u m | .
Software availability
SoptSC is available on GitHub as a MATLAB (Naticks, MA) package at: https://github.com/WangShuxiong/SoptSC.
Data availability
All the datasets used in this paper are collected from the published accession numbers provided in the original studies. The datasets used for evaluating the performance of clustering (Figs.  1b  and 1c) are downloaded from https://hemberglab.github.io/scRNA.seq.datasets/. Other datasets are available from: mouse early embryo (16) (Table S4) : www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1534580710001103; human early embryo (24): GSE36552; adult skin maintenance (23): GSE67602; and myelopoiesis (25) : GSE70245.
